
Kicking and Lifting                                                   
Skill Building   

Each player has 1 ball and 1 cone  

Each player kicks the ball as far as they 

can and mark it with the cone. They then 

try to beat their marker 

•Use inside of foot 

•Use laces of foot  

 

 

Coaching points 

Non kicking foot   
Not to close to the ball – scooping  

Not to far away – Reaching 

 

Lock ankle   
This will ensure that the ball gets a 

Better contact and moves over a  

Larger distance 

 

Finishing foot Position 
inside- Toe pointing up  

Outside/laces- Toe pointing down 

 

Angle of approach  
Approach the ball at a slight diagonal 
Angle. This will allow for a bigger swing 
of The foot  
 

 

Follow through   
After the kick take a step forwards to add 

momentum 

 

Striking area of the ball  
Look to get the players to strike part  

Grass and part bottom part Of the ball 

 

Weight distribution  
Lean back to chip or lift/ forward to move  

The ball over distance 

  

In pairs 1 ball starting at 3 yards away  

Players put their foot under the ball and  

Try to flick the ball across the middle  

Of the square into their partners hands 

  

Progress to 3 or 4  different areas 

3 yard square  

5 yard square  

10 yard square  

Challenge the players to see how far they 

can safely get the ball over  

 

Finish by combining kicking and lifting to 

form chipping  



Neighborhood    

Area 40x30  with five different size squares in . Players 

in Pairs with 1 Ball between 2. Players dribble around 

and try to pass through as many houses as possible  

 

Progression 1 

Players must pass the ball across the squares to their 

partner  

Progression 2  

The house floor has just been painted so Players cannot 

let the ball touch the floor of the house and must chip or 

lift it across. If the ball touches the floor the players must 

stop and repaint the house    

 

 

Lifting                                                                   
Activities   

Objective: Try to get the players to hit the correct contact area on the ball to either pass or lift  



Kicking  
 

Internet   

1 goal  

Lines of cones marked every 5 yards  

Players attempt to kick the ball into the net from a line.          

If they complete the test they move backwards to the next 

Progressions- On going into the goal the ball must hit the 

Net before the floor 

Progression- the players start 5 yards away from the line 

and dribble and kick before they cross 

 

 

Coaching points- Striking area of the ball/ Part of the foot/ Body shape/ Position 

of non kicking foot  



Area 30 x30 with 4 houses marked in the corners      

Teams of 2/3 

Coach places all of the cookies (Balls) in the middle of the   

Area. When the game begins the players race out and  

Take one cookie at a time back to their home 

When all cookies are gone out of the middle with one player staying at  

home players can steal them from other houses 

 

Players in the house can shield the soccer balls but not lie on them or  

use their hands  

 

Progression 1 individual   

 

1. Start by allowing them to use their hands to retrieve the cookies  

2. Players must use their feet  

3. Players must kick the cookies back to their house  

4. Each player can only have 1 kick of the ball that they fetch  

 

Progression 2 Team  

 

Players go out to get cookies in pairs and they must pass to each other  

 

Kicking                                                    

Activities   
Steal the cookies    



Clean your room   

Area 40x30 with a 10 yard mid zone.                                    

As many balls (trash) as possible  

 

Players are restricted to their rooms and when the 

parents (coaches) leave the house the players must 

clean their room by getting more trash into the room 

opposite. After 3 minutes the coach looks to see who 

has the cleanest room 

 

Progression 1  

 

Have only two players who can clean the room. 

Everyone else must get the trash to them 

 

Progression 2  

 

The Trash must be deposited through one of three bins 

located at the sides and the middle of the field. The Ball 

cannot go back through the bin that it came in  

Kicking  
Activities   

Coaching point: Try to get the players to recognize space and to put the ball into it 



Kicking and Lifting                                                      

The final Game   

Area 20x15 3v3 Players play 3v3  play the game 

with 2 balls to increase repetition  

 

No go areas  

 

The goal is in front of a 5 yard no goal area and  

Players must shoot from outside the area   

  

Zone the field   

 

The field is divided up into 3 zones and players  

must stay in their zones  

 

Goals are 1 point if passed through the goal and  

3 points if the ball goes through the goal without  

touching the floor  

 

Restarts  

 

All restarts for the ball going out of bounds are  

Kick ins   

 

 

No go area  

Zoned field   


